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ABSTRAKT 
Tato diplomová práce analyzuje současnou situaci ve firmě v oblasti projektového 
řízení při výstavbě solární elektrárny. A pokusí se na základě norem a metodik 
projektového řízení navrhnout konkrétní kroky, které povedou ve firmě ke zlepšení 
řízení projektů. Práce je rozdělena do dvou hlavních částí - teoretické a praktické. První 
část popisuje společnost ZTC Holding SE a zabývá se teoretickými základy řízení 
projektů, je zde definován management a jeho funkce, řízení projektu, popis projektu, 
popis činnosti projektového manažera a jeho týmu. V této části je také teorie časové 
analýzy projektu, včetně metody Critical Path Method (CPM) a Ganttova diagramu. 
Druhá část se zaměřuje na analýzu vnějšího prostředí pomocí analýzy PESTLE, analýzy 
SWOT a analýzy vnitřního prostředí 7S. Tato část také pojednává o přesném vymezení 
projektu, jeho cílů, které jsou definovány metodou SMART. Tato část končí 
definováním konkrétních rizik, která se mohou vyskytnout během životního cyklu 
projektu. Závěr diplomové práce je zaměřen na celkové hodnocení navrhovaných 
postupů, které by měly zlepšit výkonnost ZTC Holding, SE.  
ABSTRACT 
This master thesis analyses the current situation in the company on the field of project 
management in handling of a solar power station construction. On the basis of standards 
and project management methodologies, specific steps will be proposed to improve the 
current situation in project management of the company. The thesis is divided into two 
main parts – theoretical and practical. The first part describes the company ZTC 
Holding, SE and deals with the theoretical bases of project management, where 
management and its functions, project management, project description, description of 
activities of the project manager and his team are defined. In this section, the theory of 
temporal analysis of the project, including methods of Critical Path Method (CPM) and 
Gantt diagrams are included as well. The second section applies an analysis of the 
external environment by PESTLE analysis and SWOT analysis and analysis of the 
internal environment 7S. This part also discusses exact definition of the project, project 
objectives defined by SMART methodology, and points out specific risks that may 
  
 
occur during the project. The conclusion of this master thesis is devoted to an overall 
evaluation of proposed processes, which should improve performance of ZTC Holding, 
SE. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
I chose the topic “Project Management” for my thesis, because of increasing demands 
for the complexity of human labour and increasing needs for coordination and 
management of these activities. When we talk about the unique tasks, which can be 
divided into individual activities, with a clearly defined time frame, resources and 
quality, we call them a project. Coordination and management of simpler projects could 
be handled by an experienced person, but nowadays, we are very often encountered 
with large projects, where it is necessary to apply a particular system using methods to 
support handling of the project and even we have to collaborate with experts etc. In this 
thesis, you will also find the basic principles and methods of project management, 
which might help you answer the following questions: What does project management 
really mean? Are all things marked as projects, real projects? What do the project teams 
do? What is a project risk? How to manage a project?  
This thesis should analyse the current situation on the field of project management in 
handling of construction of solar power station in company ZTC Holding, SE and to 
propose specific steps on the basis of standards of project management methodologies 
that will improve the current situation in project management of the company. 
The thesis is divided into two main parts – theoretical and practical. The first part 
describes the company ZTC Holding, SE, its origin, scope of business and corporate 
authorities. Furthermore, this section deals with the theoretical bases of project 
management. There are management and its functions, project management, project 
description, description of activities of the project manager and project teams defined 
and supplemented by 10 Highly Successful Rules of Project Management. In this 
section, the theory of temporal analysis of the project, including methods of Critical 
Path Method (CPM) and Gantt diagrams are included as well. The theoretical part is 
finished with the project budget theory and risk analysis, which could occur. The 
second, practical part contains the analysis of the current situation and analyses the 
external environment by PESTLE analysis, SWOT analysis and analysis of the internal 
environment 7S. This chapter also shows the contract management process of the 
photovoltaic power plants construction at the company. This part discusses the exact 
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definition of the project, project objectives, which are defined by SMART methodology 
using the hierarchical structure of the activity and Work Breakdown Structure. This 
chapter lists the specific risks, which may occur during the project, and the itemized 
budget. All graphs and tables used in this thesis are created by MS Office Project 2007, 
Excel and Smart Draw VP. The conclusion of the master thesis is devoted to an overall 
evaluation of the proposed processes, which should improve the performance of ZTC 
Holding, SE. 
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2 BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPANY, THE BASIC 
OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 
2.1 History and scope of the company 
ZTC Energy Holding, SE was founded at the beginning of the year 2011 to reunite all 
ZTC Companies ensuring a wide range of services ranking from Medical transport 
services to trades with medical equipment, car centre, travel agency, distribution of 
automatic pellet burners, turnkey construction of solar power stations, development of 
renewable technology, production and sale of pellets, ownership and running three 
sawmills, real estate activities, building, and investing to ownership and running its own 
PV powers. 
2.2 Company and renewable energy 
The thesis will be focused on renewable energy, mainly construction of solar power 
station. Following information deals with the division of the company called ZTC 
Energy, Ltd. 
Activities of ZTC have been focused on renewable energy since 2000, when company 
began cooperating with German companies operating in development of new 
photovoltaic systems. ZTC provides the turnkey construction of solar power stations on 
the rooftops as well as solar power stations in open areas. ZTC has entered into 
cooperation with the Czech manufacturer of photovoltaic modules FitCraft Production 
Inc., which is one of the main suppliers of ZTC Holding, SE. Green Energy 
Technologies is another important supplier of ZTC. It is located in Taiwan and produces 
amorphous modules for ZTC. 
The company operates mainly in the Czech and the Slovak Republic and has built few 
smaller solar power stations on the rooftops in Germany. ZTC has installed about 12 
MW in the Czech Republic and another 9 MW in the Slovak Republic. ZTC owns and 
operates more than 4 MW in the Czech and the Slovak Republic. 
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Picture 1: Company major product – turnkey construction of solar power station 
(adopted from: Project management training [20]) 
2.3 Company size 
ZTC Holding, SE employs 40 permanent employees and another 80 externally. The 
turnover of the ZTC Holding was 8 million EUR in 2009 and about 14 million EUR in 
2010. 
2.4 Authorities of the company 
 General Meeting 
 The Board of Directors 
 Supervisory Board 
2.5 The basic objectives of the thesis 
The goal of the thesis is application of project management methodology on the project 
in the company.  
2.6 Processing methods of the thesis 
To obtain basic information about the company, an interview with the experts of ZTC 
Holding, SE has been used. The chapter on the theoretical background has been drawn 
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up after studying the literature and the articles from scientific databases. The problems 
have been illustrated by tables and pictures. For assessing of the current situation 
analyses: PESTLE, SWOT and 7S have been used. The project management methods 
have been used for drafting a resolution. Especially for planning of time, CPM method 
and GANTT diagram have been used. Budgeting was used for planning of the costs. To 
identify the potential risks involved in the project qualitative estimation of a qualified 
person interested in photovoltaic business have been used. Finally, syntheses for drafts 
have been used, where resolution has been composed from the individual parts of the 
thesis. 
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3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
3.1 Definition of management 
According to Koontz and Weihri: “Management is defined as the process of designing 
and maintaining an environment in which individuals, working together in gross, 
accomplish efficiently selected aids. This basic definition needs to be expanded: 
 Managers are people, who carry out the managerial functions of planning, 
organizing, staffing, leading and controlling 
 management applies to any kind of organization 
 it applies to managers at all organizational levels 
 the aim of all managers is the same: to create a surplus 
 managing is concerned with productivity that implies effectiveness and 
efficiency”.1 
3.2 Function of management2 
Many scholars and managers have found that the analysis of management is facilitated 
by a useful and clear organization of knowledge. As a first order of classification of 
knowledge, we have used the five functions of managers: planning, organizing, staffing, 
leading and controlling. Thus, the concepts, principles, theory, and techniques are 
organized around these functions.  
Some scholars have organized managerial knowledge around roles of managers. Indeed, 
some valuable contributions have been made since this approach also focuses on what 
managers do and are evidence of planning, organizing, staffing, leading and controlling.  
Manager’s tasks in designing an internal environment for performance, it must never be 
overlooked that managers must operate in the external environment of an enterprise as 
well as in the internal environment of the various departments within an organization. 
Clearly, managers cannot perform their tasks well unless they have an understanding of 
                                                 
1
 KOONTZ , Harold; WEIHRI, Heinz . Management. Ninth edition. New York: 
2
 BURKE, Rory. Introduction to Project Management. First edition. Norwich: Burke 
Publishing, 2007. ISBN 0-9582733-3-2. 
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and are responsive to, the many elements of the external environment – economic, 
technological, social, political and ethical factors that affect their areas of operations. 
3.3 Definition of project management3 
Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to 
project activities to meet project requirements. Project management is a accomplished 
through the application and integration of the project management processes of 
initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling and closing. 
The project management team has a professional responsibility to its stakeholders 
including customers, the performing organization, and the public. PMI memebers 
adhere to a “Code of Ethics” and those with the Project Management Professional 
certification adhere to a “Code of Professional Conduct.” Project team members who 
are PMI members and/or PMPs are obligated to adhere to the current versions of these 
codes. 
It is important to note that many of the processes within project management are iteratie 
because of the existence of, and necessity for, progressive elaboration in a project 
throughout the project´s life cycle. That is, as project management team learns more 
about a project, the team can then manage to a greater level of detail.  
The term , “Project management” is sometimes used to describe an organizational or 
managerial approach to the management approach to the management of projects and 
some ongoing operations, which can be redefined as projects, that is also referred to as , 
“management by projects.” There has been tendency in recent years to manage more 
activities in more application areas using project management. More organizations are 
using “Management by project”. This is not to say that all operations can or should be 
organized into projects. Although, an understanding of project management is critical to 
an organization that is using “management by projecs” a detailed discussion of the 
approach ifself is outside the Scope of this standard. 
                                                 
3
 PROJECT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE. A Guide to the Project Management Body 
of Knowledge: (PMBOK Guides). Third edition, 2004. ISBN:1-930699-45-X. 
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3.4 Characteristics of project4 
A project is a temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product, service, or 
result.  
3.4.1 Temporary 
Temporary means that every project has a definite beginning and a definite end. The 
end is reached when the project´s objectives have been achieved, or it become clear that 
the project objectives will not or cannot be met, or the need for the project no longer 
exists and the project is terminated. Temporary does not necessarily mean short in 
duration, many projects last for several years. In every case, however, the duration of a 
project is finite. Projects are not on-going efforts.  
In addition, temporary does not generally apply to the product, service or result created 
by the project. Most projects are undertaken to create a lasting outcome. For example, a 
project to erect a national monument will create a result expected to last countries. 
Projects also may often have intended and unintended social, economic and 
environmental impacts that far outlast the projects themselves.  
The temporary nature of projects may apply to other aspects of the endeavour as well:  
 the opportunity or market window is usually temporary – some projects have a 
limited time frame in which to produce their product or service 
 the project team, as a working unit, seldom outlives the project – a team created 
for the sole purpose of performing the project will perform that project, and then 
the team is disbanded and the team members reassigned when the project ends 
3.4.2 Unique products, services, or results 
A project creates unique deliverables, which are products, services, or results. Project 
can create:  
                                                 
4
NEWTON, Richard. Project management. First edition. USA: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2009. ISBN 978-0-230-53667-8. 
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 a product or artefact that is produced, is quantifiable, and can be either an end 
item in itself or a component item.  
 a capability to perform a service, such as business functions supporting 
production or distribution 
 a result, such as outcomes or documents. For example, a research project 
develops knowledge that can be used to determine whether or not a trend is 
present or a new process will benefit society 
Uniqueness is an important characteristic of project deliverables. For example, many 
thousands of office buildings have been developed, but each individual facility is unique 
– different owner, different design, different location, different contractors, and so on. 
The presence of repetitive elements does not change the fundamental uniqueness of the 
project work.  
3.4.3 Progressive elaboration 
Progressive elaboration is a characteristic of projects that accompanies the concepts of 
temporary and unique. Progressive elaboration means developing in steps, and 
continuing by increments. For example, the project scope will be broadly described 
early in the project and made more explicit and detailed as the project team develops a 
better and more complete understanding of the objectives and deliverables. Progressive 
elaboration should not be confused with scope creed.  
Progressive elaboration of project´s specifications needs to be carefully coordinated 
with proper project scope definition, particularly if the project is performed under 
contract. When properly defined, the scope of the project – the work to be done – 
should be controlled as the project and product specifications are progressively 
elaborated. 
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3.5 Projects vs. operational work5 
Organizations perform work to achieve a set of objectives. Generally, work can be 
categorized as either projects or operations, although the two sometimes overlap. They 
share many of the following characteristics:  
 performed by people 
 constrained by limited resources 
 planned, executed, and controlled 
Projects and operations differ primarily in that operations are on-going and repetitive, 
while projects are temporary and unique.  
The objectives of projects and operations are fundamentally different. The purpose of a 
project is to attain its objective and then terminate. Conversely, the objective of an on-
going operation is to sustain the business. Projects are different because the project 
concludes when its specific objectives have been attained, while operations adopt a new 
set of objectives and the work continues.  
Projects are undertaken at all levels of the organization and they can involve a single 
person or many thousands. Their duration ranges from a few weeks to several years. 
Projects can involve one or many organizational units, such as joint ventures 
partnerships. Examples of projects include, but are not limited to:  
 developing a new product or services 
 effecting a change in structure, staffing, or style of an organization 
 designing a new transportation vehicle 
 developing or acquiring a new or modified information system 
 constructing a building or facility 
                                                 
5
 ROBBINSON, Stephen ; JUDGE, Timothy; CAMPBELL, Timothy. Organizational 
behaviour. Fourth edition. London: Prentice Hall Europe, 2001. ISBN 0-273-651-02 
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 building a water system for a community 
 running a campaign for political office 
 implementing a new business procedure or process 
 responding to a contract solicitation 
3.6 Project manager6 
The Project manager is the person responsible for accomplishing the project objectives.  
 Managing a project includes:  
 Identyfying requirements 
 Establishing clear and achievable objectives 
 Balancing the competing demands for quality, scope, time and cost 
 Adapting the specifications, plans, and approach to the different concerns and 
expectations of the various stakeholders.  
Project managers often talk of a ,,triple constraint” – project scope, time, and cost – in 
managing competing project requirements. Project quality is affected by balancing these 
three factors. High quality projects deliver the required product, service or result within 
scope, on time, and within budget. The relationship among these factors is such taht if 
any one of the three factors changes, at least one other factor is likely to be affected. 
Project managers also manage project in respnse to uncertainty. Project risk is an 
uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on at least 
one project objective. 
                                                 
6
 PROJECT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE. A Guide to the Project Management Body 
of Knowledge : (PMBOK Guides). Third edition, 2004. ISBN :1-930699-45-X. 
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3.7 Project teams7 
According to Kerzner: “A project team consists of individuals who have been brought 
together for a limited period of time, from different part of the organization, to 
contribute towards a management-specified task. Once this has been completed, the 
team is either disbanded or else its members are given new assignments. Project team 
are created when:  
 creative problem solving is required involving the application of different 
types of specialized knowledge; 
 there is a need to closely co-ordinate the work on a specific project, e.g. 
design and development, production and testing of new product.”8 
Traditionally, organizations have been divided into tall, functional “boxes” or 
“chimneys”. It has been argued that by forming teams consisting of people from these 
different boxes, organizations could break down the boundaries between their function 
(e.g. accounting, marketing, research, product design, human resources), improve co-
ordination and integration, release creative thought of their employees and increase the 
speed and flexibility of their response to customers. They are established with the 
objective of combining a wide range of expertise in order to reach a more informed and 
rounded outcome than would otherwise be possible.  
Cross-functional teams comprise employees who traditionally work in different 
departments or work areas. Sometimes, they may also include customers, suppliers and 
external consultants. They are supported by their organization´s structure, systems and 
skills, which enable teams to operate successfully as more independent units (less bound 
by functional ties) towards goals which transcend the abilities of individual members. 
                                                 
7
 KERZNER, Harold. Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, 
Scheduling, and Controlling. John Wiley & Sons. Ninth Edition, 2006. ISBN: 978-0-
471-74187-9. 
8 
NEWTON, Richard. The Project Manager: Mastering the art of delivery. First edition. 
2005. ISBN 0-273-70173-8. 
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Proponents of cross-functional teams claims, that they are beneficial to their customers, 
employees and organization as a whole. Customers obtain more attractive and 
customized products, and have their needs met more rapidly. Team members benefit 
through having more challenging and rewarding jobs with broader responsibilities, 
greater opportunities for gaining visibility in front of senior management, increased 
understanding of entire processes across the organization, a “fun” working environment 
and closer relationship with colleagues. 
The organization gains through:  
 increased productivity 
 improved co-ordination and integration 
 significantly reduced processing times 
 improving market and customer focus 
 reducing the time needed to develop new products 
 improving communications by having boundaries between functions 
spanned 
In effect, therefore, the cross functional team resembles a “mini-company”. They most 
commonly take the form of teams which are located towards the bottom of the 
hierarchy. The project teams are overlaid upon the existing functional structure of the 
organization, and hence are an addition to it.  
Cross-functional teams differ from other types of team in three important respects: 
 Representative: They are representative in that their individual members 
usually retain their individual members usually retain their position back in 
their “home” functional department 
 Temporary: They have a finite life, even if their end is years in the future. 
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 Innovation: They are established to solve non-conventional problems and 
meet challenging performance standards. 
3.8 Ten rules of highly successful project management9 
According to website Project smart, there are ten rules of highly successful project 
management:  
3.8.1 Be agile 
“Traditional project management methodologies are proving to be too rigid, 
bureaucratic, and time consuming for today's dynamic business environment. In fact, 
these methodologies can work against IT departments. Today, you need to respond with 
agility to rising issues and changes. The formal documentation and processes involved 
in traditional project management can weigh you down. 
3.8.2 Do not micromanage 
The ideal project managers are leaders, not control freaks. Some project managers can 
be overly analytical and invest too much time in perfecting details, when they should 
really focus on achieving milestones and the completion of the project. Flexible project 
management requires a balance of both the left and right brain, hard and soft skills. 
3.8.3 Keep improving your project management practice 
Technology is always evolving to meet the changing needs of users. In the same way, 
your approach to project management should evolve alongside business and IT 
processes. Communicate with your team, client, and business partners, as to how you 
can improve your project management practices. 
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 Project Smart [online]. 2011, 2011-03-13 [accessed: 2011-07-11]. Available at: 
http://www.projectsmart.co.uk/10-rules-of-highly-successful-project-management.html 
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3.8.4 On-going planning 
The single most important activity of project managers is planning. Planning must be 
detailed, organised, and require team participation. And like the real world, plans 
always change and reprioritise with situations. For this, plan, re-plan, and plan. 
3.8.5 Work with a sense of urgency 
Wouldn't it be great to work with an unlimited pool of time, money, and resources? 
Here on Earth, however, we have fixed 24 hours in a 7-day week, and we have been 
taught early on of the importance of spending within our means. Because projects are 
constricted with a set timeline, budget, and resources, it is of utmost importance that the 
project process is constantly being driven towards completion. Regular updates, 
meetings, and follow-ups are essential. 
3.8.6 Visualise and communicate all project deliverables and activities 
In short, the project manager and team must have a picture of the finished deliverables 
in the minds of everyone involved. This guides everyone in the same direction. Avoid 
vague descriptions at all costs, be specific, draw diagrams and pictures, and make 
certain everyone agrees with it. 
3.8.7 Complete deliverables step-by-step 
The thought of climbing a mountain in one go can be crippling. But to see it as a 
succession of steps and peaks is less intimidating and more achievable. In the same 
way, you don't want to jump in a project with the intent of building all project 
deliverables at once. Work on each item step-by-step, get process reviews and 
approvals, and always maintain a sense of direction. 
3.8.8 Healthy risk management 
Assign a risk officer who will be responsible for detecting potential project issues. You 
want someone who has a healthy dose of scepticism. 
All team members should not hesitate to report concerns or challenges. 
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Maintain a live project risk database that tracks all issues and resolutions. 
Do not obsess. Assessing risks should not be your main priority. The last thing you want 
is to be wasting your time and resources on risk management, as it will prevent you 
from ever completing a project, let alone give you the courage to start it. Remember, 
you want a healthy dose of risk management, not a crippling one. 
3.8.9 Open communication 
Communication is vital in all aspects of project management. Adhere to a policy of open 
communication, encouraging all members to voice opinions and concerns. This cuts 
through waiting games and significantly reduces the risk of mistakes, saving you time 
and money. 
3.8.10 Never lose sight of the 3 factors: Time, Budget and Quality 
While project management practices have changed to be more flexible and open, the 
foundation remains the same. Project success occurs when it is delivered on time, 
within budget, with a level of deliverables that are satisfactory to the client. The Project 
Manager's main role is to keep all team members aware of these big 3 - Time, Budget, 
and Quality.” 
3.9 Projects and planning 
Projects are a means of organizing activities that cannot be addressed within the 
organization´s normal operational limits. Projects are, therefore, often utilized as a 
means of achieving an organization’s strategic plan, whether the project team is 
employed by the organization or is a contracted service provider.
10
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Projects are typically authorized as a result of one or more of the following strategic 
considerations:  
 a market demand (e.g., an oil company authorizes a project to build a new 
refinery in response to chronic gasoline shortages) 
 an organizational need (e.g., a training company authorizes a project to create a 
new course in order to increase its revenues) 
 a customer request (e.g., an electric utility authorizes a project to build a new 
substation to serve a new industrial park) 
 a technological advance (e.g., a software firm authorizes a new project to 
develop a new generation of video games after the introduction of new game 
playing equipment by electronics firms) 
 a legal requirement (e.g., a paint manufacturer authorizes a project to establish 
guidelines for the handling of a new toxic material)
11
 
A project manager manages a team of people in order to get a project completed. 
Project managers work in every industry and are held accountable for the outcome of 
projects. The main duties of a project manager are planning, organizing, managing, 
controlling and following through on all parts of a project. 
Project managers start with the objective or purpose to be achieved in a particular 
project. Then, determined on available resources such people, equipment and budget, 
they plan how the project will be achieved step-by-step. Project managers usually ask 
for ideas and suggestions from the employees who report to them
12. 
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In broadest generality, plans depend on three factors: 
 Knowing where you are now (or will be when whatever is being planned for will 
start) 
 Knowing where you want to get 
 Defining which way you will get from where you are to where you want to be13 
According to Rosenau: “When you don’t know where you want to go, any road will get 
you there and that is true. You can have a plan only if you have a destination in 
mind.”14 
 
Picture 2: Why and how to plan the project (adjusted according: Meredith and Mantel 
[9]) 
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 ROSENAU, Milton. Successful project management: a step-by-step approach with 
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The planning activity for the management of a project is crucial. Plans are the 
simulation. Project plans are four plans:  
 Performance dimension (the work breakdown structure) 
 Schedule dimension (preferably network diagrams) 
 Time dimension (a time estimated) 
 Cost dimension (a financial estimated)15 
3.10 Project life cycle16 
Various authors define the stage of the project life cycle in different ways. Two of the 
most commonly cited definitions are those of Thamhain and Wilemon (1975) and 
Adams and Barndt (1983).  
The formers use a four-stage model with:  
 Initiating: Project start up, charter, initial scope, initial team formation, etc. 
 Planning: Defining work breakdown structure, determining resources, defining 
activities, scheduling, risk planning, communication planning, etc. 
 Executing: Resources perform the planned work, including QA. 
 Closing: Product acceptance, recording results, performance analysis and post-
mortems, release of resources. 
 Monitoring & Controlling: Oversees the other activities; typically concentrates 
on scope, cost, schedule, quality and risk issues; reports status to management 
and customer; insures proper business administration occurs. 
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Picture 3: Project lifecycle (adjusted according: Meredith and Mantel [9]) 
During the first stage, senior management tentatively, sometimes unofficially, approves 
preliminary planning for a project. Often, this management recognition is preceded by 
some strictly unofficial bootleg work to test the feasibility of an idea. Initial planning is 
undertaken, basic objectives are often adopted, and the project may be scoped out. The 
second stage is typified by detailed planning, budgeting, scheduling, and the 
aggregation of resources. In the third stage, the lion´s share of the actual work on the 
project is accomplished. During the final stage of the life cycle, work is completed and 
products are turned over to the client or user. This stage also includes disposition of the 
project´s assets and personnel. It may even include preparation for the initial stage of 
another related project to follow. 
3.11 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
According to Rosenau: “The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a convenient method 
for dividing a project into small work packages, tasks or activities. WBS reduces the 
likelihood of something dropping through a crack. To put it another way, a WBS is 
intended to assure that all the required project activities are logically identified and 
related. You should break your project into work packages sufficiently small so that 
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each is understandable. The more closely each WBS task conforms to prior experience, 
the more realistic and accurate your plan´s schedule and cost estimate become.”17 
 
Picture 4: Work Breakdown Structure (adjusted according: Lientz and Rea [7]) 
3.11.1 Organization structure 
Every company has its own ideas about how to organize itself and its work. It is highly 
probable that if three companies doing similar work could be compared, three different 
organization structures would be found. Further, all three companies might be equally 
successful, implying that it is not always possible to say with determination or accuracy 
that there is one best organization solution
18
.  
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3.11.2 Project team organization19 
A complete work group or team can be created for each project as self-contained unit 
with the project manager placed at its head. The project manager is given direct line 
authority over the team. The example is in following chart, where is a project team 
organization that might be set up for a many projects. The project manager is in direct 
command, with complete authority for directing the participants so that the project 
meets all the objectives.  
Communications across the various technical and professional disciplines are made 
easier when the project manager is in total command. All members of the team identify 
with the project and can be strongly motivated towards achieving the project goals. The 
key members of the team should preferably be located near each other, in the same 
building if possible.  
Ideally, an office should be set aside for use as a project war room, where some or all of 
the team´s managers can meet formally or informally whenever they wish, and where 
drawings, charts and plans can be displayed on tables and walls. War rooms for larger 
projects should also be equipped with appropriate means for communicating with 
computer and communication networks.  
3.11.3 The task detail of Work Breakdown Structure20 
The task may have a longer description. Keep in mind that the more you write the more 
effort it is, not only in generation, but in maintenance as well. If you think that if you 
write more, it will be clearer, you may be wrong. If you write description, keep it to a 
sentence or two. Each task has a status; it has either been completed, started in process 
etc. Each task should be assigned resources. There can be multiple resources and several 
types of resources for a single task. A task can also have a priority level. Task length 
and duration get us into scheduling. A tasks in and of itself can be scheduled in several 
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ways. First, it can be fixed in that the start and end time is locked into place. This is a 
problem, because it removes flexibility of scheduling. A second alternative is to 
schedule the task as soon as possible (ASAP). This means the task will be scheduled as 
soon as resources are available and after any predecessor tasks on which the task 
depends are completed. A third alternative is to wait until you have received all possible 
inputs before you do it. It is also used in scheduling to determine how late tasks can be 
delayed without delaying the overall completion of the project. 
 
Table 1: Factors, that affects task size (adjusted according: Lientz and Rea [7]) 
3.11.4 How tasks of WBS relate to each other21 
Tasks can be related in several ways. Task A can precede B. The two tasks can have no 
relationships so that they can be done in parallel. Another relationship is that B can be 
started x days after A starts or started Y days before A ends. These are dependencies 
based on the work. There are also dependencies because both tasks employ or compete 
                                                 
21
 LIENTZ, P. Bennet; REA, P. Kathryn. Project management for the 21st century. 
Second edition. California: Academic Press, 1998. ISBN 0-12-449966-x. 
Factor
When to Use Smaller 
Task
When to Use Larger Tasks
Management effort
You can afford to spend 
more time creating a WBS
You want to spend less time creating 
a WBS
Number of tasks You want more detail You want less detail
Spending authorization
You want to limit the amount 
of financial or resource 
commitment during a specific 
time interval
Task managers have previously 
demonstrated prudent use of money 
and resources
Task duration
You want to encourage faster 
completion of tasks
You can wait longer to see tasks 
completed
Monitoring accuracy
You desire or require greater 
accuracy
You can tolerate less accuracy
company’s prior 
experience with similar 
work
Your company  has little or 
no previous experience
Your company has expertise in 
specific work of the task(s)
Task manager´s skill
You are using an 
inexperienced person
You are using an experienced person
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for the same resources. It, for example, two tasks require full-time attention by the same 
person for one week, then either one task will have to precede another, or both can be 
done, but stretched out in time. This is a scheduling issue. If we have a series of tasks 
that relate each other, then we could construct a network or program evolution and 
review technique CPM Chart. In general, we seek to minimize dependencies between 
tasks. The more dependencies we have, the more complex the schedule is to manipulate 
and analyse. Large projects have many dependencies so that we seek to create separate 
but related subprojects. We also try not to have dependencies between tasks at the same 
outline level. It can be awkward having summary tasks rely on earlier, very detailed 
tasks. 
3.11.5 Identifying resources22 
What is resource? Here are some categories: 
 Organizations that will participate in the project 
 Specific individuals who will participate 
 Functional roles that will be needed in the project (examples are management, 
line management) 
 Equipment 
 Furniture 
 Facilities 
 Test laboratories 
 External contractors 
 Other projects 
 Utilities 
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These resources are very different from each other. Some do the work; others are 
needed to do the work. Most of the items on the list fit these two general types. Other 
projects are included because another project may provide input to your project. We 
should have a short name for each resource. The reason is that the short name will be 
more useful for manual and computer reports. We also have a full name. We suggest 
standard abbreviations and avoidance of punctuation.  
Firstly, we can determine its availability for project. We could also assign costs to a 
resource. Costs are fixed, unit or variable. Fixed costs are resource costs that do not 
depend on extent of use. Unit costs apply to resources where the more something is 
used, the higher the cost, but at the same unit of cost. Variable costs allow for discounts 
based on more use. We can also determine whether the resource can be levelled in terms 
of being spread out if it is overall located.  
Supporting resource is a calendar. Usually, there is one work calendar for the entire 
project, but there are some cases where you might wish to vary the calendar by type of 
resource. The calendar identifies work hours and days. Should you develop this for each 
resource? If you are doing a manual plan, the answer is that you probably will not have 
time. Even if you are using a computer system, then you may not wish to use the plan 
for cost analysis. 
3.12 Schedule dimension23 
The schedule dimension orders activities so you can identify the logical time 
relationship between them. In general, there are three approaches to scheduling:  
 Milestones 
 Network diagrams 
 Bar charts 
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3.12.1 Milestone 
Milestone charts are diagrams of timelines showing only the milestones on projects. 
Milestone charts are useful for explaining projects and project progress to audiences 
who are primarily interested in the outcomes from projects rather than the activities 
involved in them. Senior managers who are dependent on the results from a project, 
rather than are supplying any resource to it, and may, for example, be making 
commitments dependent on project outcome, can be communicated to effectively with a 
milestone plan.
24
 
3.12.2 Network diagrams 
Network diagrams are a more specialized form of project plan that can support various 
types of analysis. They are primarily of use to professional project managers. There are 
two forms of network diagram, one called activity-on-node, and the other called 
activity-on-arrow (or precedence diagrams). The difference is largely only of interest to 
professional project managers. Network diagrams show events (which are significant 
occurrences in a project which may be a milestone or deliverable), and they are linked 
by activities required to go from one event to the next. Network diagrams use span time, 
which is the elapsed time between events.
25
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3.12.3 Network analysis 
According to Lester: “Network analysis, as the name implies, consists of two basic 
operations:  
 Drawing the network and estimating the individual activity times 
 Analysis these time in order to find the critical activities and the amount of float 
in the non-critical ones.”26 
Advantages of network scheduling techniques include: 
 They form the basis for all planning and predicting and help management decide 
how to use its resources to achieve time and cost goals 
 They provide visibility and enable management to control one of a kind 
programs 
 They help management evaluate alternatives by answering such questions as 
how time delays will influence project completion, where slack exists between 
elements, and what elements are crucial to meet the completion date 
 They provide a basis for obtaining facts for decision making 
 They utilize a so called time network analysis as the basic method to determine 
manpower, material, and capital requirements, as well as to provide a means for 
checking progress 
 They provide the basic structure for reporting information 
 They reveal interdependencies of activities 
 They identify the longest path or critical path  
 They aid in scheduling risk analysis27 
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3.12.4 Bar charts 
Bar charts often called Gantt charts represent the format that many people think of a 
project plans (named after its originator, Henry Gantt). The typical layout consists of a 
list of activities from the WBS to be documented on the left hand side, with an axis 
across the page representing time. Bars are then used to represent the length of time 
different activities take. Gantt charts are helpful ways to communicates about projects to 
many audiences, especially those interested in project schedule. By varying the level of 
details they can be adjusted for audiences with different information needs. 
The Gantt chart is useful to show status and provide a static view of the project at one 
time, but it has limitation, as seen, In Gantt chart there is no discernable way to 
determine how tasks interrelate. This is one reason why it is useful to have both CPM 
and Gantt charts.
28
 
 
Picture 5: Gantt diagram with critical path Method (adopted from: Project 
management training [20]) 
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3.13 Critical Path Method (CPM)29 
In 1957, DuPont developed a project management method designed to address the 
challenge of shutting down chemical plants for maintenance and then restarting the 
plants once the maintenance had been completed. Given the complexity of the process, 
they developed the Critical Path Method (CPM) for managing such projects.  
CPM provides the following benefits: 
 Provides a graphical view of the project 
 Predict the time required to complete the project 
 Shows which activities are critical to maintaining the schedule and which are not 
CPM models the activities and events of a project as a network. Activities are depicted 
as nodes on the network and events that signify the beginning or ending of activities are 
depicted as arcs or lines between the nodes.  
How I have already mentioned previously, networks are composed of events and 
activities. The following terms are helpful in understanding networks:  
 Event: Equivalent to a millstone indicating when an activity start of finishes 
 Activity: The element of work that must be accomplished 
 Duration: The total time required to complete the activity 
 Effort: The amount of work that is actually performed within the duration. For 
example, the duration of an activity could be one month but the effort could be 
just a two-week period within the duration.  
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 Critical Path: This is the longest path through the network and determines the 
duration of the project. It is also the shortest amount of time necessary to 
accomplish the project.  
Steps in CPM Project Planning: 
 Specify the individual activities 
 Determine the sequence of those activities 
 Draw a network diagram 
 Estimate the completion time for each activity 
 Identify the critical path (longest path through the network) 
 Update the CPM diagram as the project progresses 
3.13.1 Specify the individual activities 
From the Work Breakdown Structure, a listing can be made of all the activities in the 
project. This listing can be used as the basis for adding sequence and duration 
information in later steps. 
3.13.2 Determine the sequence of those activities 
Some activities are dependent upon the completion of others.  A listing of the 
immediate predecessors of each activity is useful for constructing the CPM network 
diagram. 
3.13.3 Draw a network diagram 
Once the activities and their sequencing have been defined, the CPM diagram can be 
drawn. CPM originally was developed as an activity on node (AON) network, but some 
project planners prefer to specify the activities on the arcs. 
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3.13.4 Estimate the completion time for each activity. 
The time required to complete each activity can be estimated using past experience or 
the estimates of knowledgeable persons. CPM is a deterministic model that does not 
take into account variation in the completion time, so only one number can be used for 
an activity’s time estimate. 
3.13.5 Identify the critical path 
The critical path is the longest-duration path through the network. The significance of 
the critical path is that the activities that lie on it cannot be delayed without delaying the 
project.  Because of its impact on the entire project, critical path analysis is an important 
aspect of project planning. 
Picture 6 shows a typical CPM network. The red line represents the critical path, which 
is established by the longest time span through the total system of events. The critical 
path is composed of events 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9. The Critical path is vital for successful 
control of the project because it tells management two things:  
 Because there is no slack time in any of the events, on this path, any slippage 
will cause a corresponding slippage in the end date of the program unless this 
slippage can be recovered during any of the downstream events (on the critical 
path) 
 Because the events on this path are the most critical for the success of the 
project, management must take a hard look at these events in order to improve 
the total program.  
Using CPM we can now identify the earliest possible dates on which we can expect an 
event to occur, or an activity to start or end. There is nothing overly mysterious about 
this type of calculation, but without a network analysis the information might be hard to 
obtain.  
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Picture 6: Typical CPM network (adjusted according: Newton [10]) 
3.13.6 CPM network with slack time30 
As picture 7 shows; calculation of this slack time isn’t so difficult. For complex 
networks containing multiple paths, the earliest starting dates must be found by 
proceeding from start to finish through the network, while the latest allowable starting 
date must be calculated by working backward from finish to start.  
The importance of knowing exactly where the slack exists cannot be overstated. Proper 
use of slack time permits better technical performance. Donald Marquis has observed 
that those companies making proper use of slack time were 30 per cent more successful 
than the average in completing technical requirements. 
Slack can be defined as the difference between the latest allowable date and the earliest 
expected date based on the nomenclature below: 
Te = the earliest time (date) on which an event can be expected to take place 
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Tl = the latest date on which an event can take place without extending the completion 
date of the project 
Slack time = Tl-Te 
 
Picture 7: Slack Time (adjusted according: Kerzner [3]) 
3.13.7 CPM limitations 
CPM was developed for complex but fairly routine projects with minimal uncertainty in 
project completion times. For less routine projects there is more uncertainty in the 
completion times, and this uncertainty limits the usefulness of the deterministic CPM 
model. An alternative to CPM is the PERT (Program Evaluation and Review 
Technique) project planning model, which allows a range of durations to be specified 
for each activity. 
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3.14 Budgeting31 
I could use the word budgeting with regard to any resource, but in this context I mean 
planning the amount of money you need for our project. Budgeting and tracking of 
spending re often the weakest part of project management and some organisation ignore 
it almost altogether. One reason for this is that it is often easier to get away with 
overspending, as it can be hidden in many ways, but it is hard to get away with 
overspending, as it can be hidden in many ways, but it is hard to get away with being 
late. To be a fully qualified project manager you must understand how to budget and 
manage cost and manage trade-offs between cost, time, quality and functionality. There 
are many costs that must be budgeted for. 
3.14.1 The main costs that must be budgeted 
 Items project must buy as components of deliverables (for example, raw 
materials used, or computer software that is purchased). 
 Items the project must pay for as they are required to do the work in the project 
(for example, do you need to rent office space, or pay for PCs for the life of the 
project?) 
 External resource costs – contractors and consultants. (Maybe a day rate or a 
fixed cost) 
 Internal resource costs-staff from your own organization. (Assuming they are 
free is poor management and often results in inefficient resource allocation). 
Even if you do not actually cost for them you should at the very least track time 
they spend on the project.  
At the simplest level your budget is a total cost from all of these items. There are, 
however, a number of other factors to consider. 
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3.14.2 Other factors, that have to be considered  
 The financial system approach of the organisation you are working in. For 
example, is there a cross-charge for the use of internal resources, or are these 
effectively free to the project? Are some activities capitalised and some not – 
and do you need to be able to track this? What are the reporting and tracking 
requirements? 
 What is the attitude in the organisation to overspend? Is it better to forecast an 
accurate budget and hence risk overspend, or is it better to do forecast a full 
budget and hence risk having money left over at the end?  
 How is budget allocated, and how is spend approved? Do not fall into the trap of 
assuming just because you have a budget you can spend it. Authorisation may 
still be required for actual spend even if you have a fully approved budget.  
 How you will track spend against budget, and, for example, do you need to link 
into the company’s finance system or not?  
 What cost was assumed within the business case for the project? Most 
organisations require business case for any significant project, i.e. assessing the 
cost against the benefit. The business case cost is often a broad estimate, and 
reality in detailed planning may come up with a different answer. Often the 
business case cost will act as a maximum budget you must operate within  
3.15 Risk analysis32 
Anyone sponsoring, supporting or having an interest in the outcome of a project is 
likely to have a set of concerns when a project starts and as it progresses. These 
concerns can be encapsulated in four questions. Will the project be delivered? When it 
is delivered, will I get what I want? When I get it, will I still want it? Will it do what I 
expect it to do? 
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There are many sources of risk on project, which can be categorized into three generic 
root causes: uncertainty, ambiguity and instability.  
Firstly, projects are typified by various degrees of uncertainty. A project manager is 
rarely certain that the work breakdown structure or estimates of task lengths are correct. 
The information required to be sure that the project can be completed within the 
expected time and is uncertain. Second  
Secondly, projects are subject to ambiguity, with many hazy, multiple and sometimes 
incompatible sources of information. Project managers cannot be sure that their 
understanding of objectives and scope really matches that of all stakeholders. 
Stakeholders themselves are often not able to express what they want.  
Finally projects exist in an environment of instability. Stakeholders needs alter and 
evolve.  
3.15.1 Project management approaches to risk33 
Project management approaches consider risk as the possible occurrence of an uncertain 
event that will lead to particular consequences. For instance, there is a risk that a 
supplier may be late in delivering a component of a project, with the consequence that 
the whole project will be late. That a source of risk exists in a project does not mean that 
the uncertain event or consequences will occur, but it means there may be situations in 
which they do. If a source of risk exists and is ignored, the likelihood of the uncertain 
event and its resultant consequences occurring are higher than if the risk is managed.  
Common sources of risk are uncertainty, ambiguity or instability which are associated 
with 
 Scoping, objective setting and requirements analysis, and the associated 
definition of project constraints 
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 Planning, estimating and scheduling 
 Resourcing projects 
 Suppliers and sub – contractors 
 Executing or delivering the project 
 Implementing change 
 Benefits realization 
 Characteristics of the project 
 Characteristics of the environment in which it operates 
The risks that arise from issues with the scope, objective setting or requirements are 
some of the most fundamental in a project. There is the risk of omissions or errors in 
scope. If these are not identified the project may not deliver a result that is useful, or 
may deliver one that is not as useful as it could be. Requirements can suffer from poor 
specifications or an inability to define what is wanted. There are hazards associated 
when stakeholders request unreasonable requirements which may be impossible to 
achieve. There is the risk of incompatibilities in needs between stakeholders. Also, 
although stakeholders have a general idea of their requirements they may not know 
precisely what they want from or project, or even if they do, may not be able to express 
it in a meaningful way.  
Risk increase when constraints are forced upon a project without understanding the 
consequences. Such constraints can come about through aggressive demands upon time 
or cost, or unreasonable constraints from sponsors such as forcing completion by a 
certain date. Overly lean staffing on a project to minimize cost, or allowing project 
completion with available resource also threatens successful project complementation. 
No matter how often a senior manager makes a statement like, this must happen”, if it is 
not possible, it will not. Setting high targets can motivate people to achieve many 
incredible feats, but it also is risky.  
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There are dangers in the ambiguous definition of constraints and assumptions related to 
constraints. Project managers may assume that time is the most important constraint on 
a project, whereas in reality it may be cost or vice versa. The constraints applied to a 
project may not really line up with real business needs. Engineers may develop very 
high quality systems and technology, whilst in reality the business needed something 
quick and cheap.  
3.15.2 Planning is a major source of project risk34 
Work breakdown structures can have gaps or contain tasks unnecessary to achieving the 
goal of the project. Estimates may be wrong – not only in terms of deciding the scale of 
a task in a plan, but also in assessing progress to the plan. Dependencies may be missed. 
Even if they are included they often rely on action of people outside of the project 
manager´s control, such as on other projects or on management decision-making. There 
can be sequencing problems in plans, with missing or the wrong linkages. When a plan 
is completed it may show zero or very little slack, meaning that the chance of over 
running on the project is high.  
Planning large programmes has specific additional risks. There is the issue of a human´s 
mental capacity to cope with the scale and complexity of the work. Documenting plans 
helps remove the need to remember details, as does having a hierarchy of plans which 
breaks details into chunks under separate project managers. Even so, the programme 
manager has to be able to cope with significant and ever-changing complexity. In 
addition, large programmes tend to run for long time periods, and there are limits to the 
real planning horizon in many contexts. Planning a few days to a few months ahead 
may be reasonably accurate. Planning more than six months ahead in many business 
contexts is of limited true validity because of the degree of continuous change. 
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3.15.3 Risks that arise because of the order in which work is performed 
There is a general human tendency to leave difficult and poorly understood work until 
late, performing easy and well-understood tasks first. On a project this is a high-risk 
option, and it is always better to initiate high-risk and unclear tasks first as it gives the 
most time to manage the risk and overcome unforeseen problems. 
3.15.4 Risks often arise from the people on the project team35 
A project team may have insufficient staff or people with the wrong skills or negative 
attitudes. Project team members may have inadequate experience of the type of project. 
A project may have a set of individually well skilled team members with the right 
experiences, who, unfortunately, cannot work constructively together as a team. The 
size of the project team may be determined by assuming a certain level of productivity 
that may not be achieved in practice. Productivity levels vary greatly, and the best team 
members will typically be several times as productive as the worst. Also, even if they 
are capable of doing the work in team members may be not sufficiently motivated.  
Another type of human resource risk is that people leave the project. Organizations are 
always juggling their Resources, and people can be pulled off projects for short or long 
terms to work on higher-priority projects. Although this may be the right thing to do for 
the business overall, it is a risk for the individual projects. Staff may be removed from 
project work altogether. This is common when operational issues arise which need rapid 
resolution. Project team members are often the most competent and best placed to 
resolve operational problems. There is the constant tension in many businesses between 
the need to fix operational issues and the desire to continue with project progress. In 
additional, people may resign and leave the company. In all these cases it may be 
possible to replace people on projects, but it will at least cause some disruption and is 
likely to cause delays.  
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Not only a project team needs people in it, but the team members need to have clear 
roles and responsibilities. It is very difficult to create exhaustive role definitions which 
unambiguously ensure that every aspect of a project is covered. Project teams need to be 
flexible in how they work and in completing all the tasks in the project plan. The 
willingness and ability of project team members to pick up unallocated tasks is another 
source of risk. A classic example of this risk arises with the separation of roles between 
the project manager and project sponsor. The sponsor is usually responsible for benefits 
realization, the project manager is not. An inexperienced sponsor may place insufficient 
emphasis on benefits, and a project manager who sticks precisely to his role definition 
may not worry about benefits at all. There is a resultant risk that benefits will therefore 
not materialize. 
Human resource risk increases when one considers the impact across projects. Any late 
delivery in one project means the project team have to work for longer on the project, 
and this in turn risks delay in subsequent projects requiring the same resources. More 
complex is the effect on scarce resources of working on multiple project parallel. The 
higher the number of projects a single person works on in parallel, the less productive 
he is. By enforcing high degrees of cross-project parallel working the risk of project 
delay is increased.  
3.15.5 Supplier risks36 
Many projects rely not only on internal resources, but also on external suppliers. 
Supplier risk has different characteristics from internal resource risk. With a business´s 
own staff it is possible to develop and understanding of how suitable staffs are for a 
specific project role. With an external supplier, there will often be unknowns about how 
good team members are. In addition, no matter what promises are derived from 
suppliers when they win a contract to support a project, it is normally impossible to 
have certainty about their true levels of commitment. Suppliers will usually be working 
for several organizations at once, and if another customer is regarded as more important 
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there is always a risk that resources will be pulled off on business project and allocated 
to another. Irrespective of any guarantee, an experienced supplier will view all projects 
with a risk-reward view point. If the rewards are greater on another piece of work, they 
may be willing to suffer contractual penalties on one project to work on another, to the 
detriment of one customer.  
Suppliers usually work within some form of a statement of work, which defines their 
role and outputs. The statement of work is subject to a contract between the customer 
and supplier. There are various risks associated with statement of works and contracts. 
The most common risk is when customers change requirements. Changes may occur 
because of misunderstanding, omissions or evolving needs. Often this means a 
modification to the statement of work. The supplier may be unwilling to agree to the 
modification, or willing only to perform it with additional charges. This is compounded 
by the fact that some experienced suppliers will deliberately seek low fixed price and 
tightly defined contract to win work. The suppliers are confident that customers will 
require alterations to the contract and will charge a high price for them. Some suppliers 
make a significant proportion of profits from work associated with modification to 
contracts.  
In modern business the relationship between a large customer and a large supplier is 
often complex and bidirectional. A firm may simultaneously be a supplier to and 
customer of another. This creates relationship risk on a project. For example, an IT 
company may supply IT services to a telecoms operator, who in turn supplies telecoms 
services to the IT Company. If a linkage is made between these two types of contracts, 
then a project to install new IT services may be affected by the need to buy telecoms 
services. This can result in the choice of sub-optimal suppliers and poor contractual 
arrangements.  
Parts of a project, or whole projects, may be outsourced or off-shored to suppliers. Once 
a project is outsourced much of the work may be done at different locations or 
countries, and it is difficult to even impossible to monitor progress and quality. 
Although outsourcing work is often essential to gain the right skills and the best price, it 
has risks. Outsourced suppliers often deliver excellent work, but there are numerous 
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examples of unexpected delays, poor quality and cost overruns from outsourced 
suppliers.  
In terms of project execution there are several hazards that must be overcome. Many of 
these threats are specific to the type of project. The fundamental risk is simply whether 
it is possible to deliver the solution expected and whether it will work or not. For 
complex projects, especially those of a technical nature, there are also risks associated 
with the integration of multiple components.  
Given the unpredictability and variability of responses to change, implementation is a 
significant area of project risks. People may reject changes. Changes may not work 
when taken out of the controlled domain of a project and put into the full complexity of 
a business. Transition risk is the risk associated with going from current ways of 
working to the new ways following implementation of a change through a project. It is 
often the risk that experienced managers worry about most. One reason for this is that 
should an implementation go wrong, it may not only mean the failure of a project, but 
can also mean major operational disruption for a business.  
The primary reason for starting projects and making the investment required is to 
increase the value of a business in one way or another. This value may be a tangible 
financial improvement, may be an improvement in some other quantified metric, such 
as customer service, or may be intangible and unquantifiable. Whatever the benefits, if 
they are not realized then there is no point in the project. There are many risks 
associated with benefits realization. The absence of benefits may simply be a reflection 
of other project risks. But there are risks that benefits may be absorbed or improvable 
following project completion.  
There are probably an infinite variety of project specific risks depending on the content 
of a project and the context in which it operates. Innovative or novel projects are 
particularly high-risk. This includes everything from new IT system to untried products. 
As there is no experience of such projects they are subject to all sorts of possible 
problems at every phase of a project.  
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3.15.6 Risks deriving from changes in scope or requirements37 
There is risk deriving from changes in scope or requirements and scope creep. Scope 
creep is a potential risk on all projects, but it needs to be closely watched when 
evolutionary development approaches are used, which are common with software 
development. In an evolutionary approach each project iteration may be small, but there 
can be a tendency for a never-ending sequence of iterations to go on. Features can 
always be added to software, and, unless managed well, evolutionary approaches can 
become an open door to on-going enhancements and continuing cost.  
Risk does arise not only from within a project but can also result from the environment 
in which the project operates. This can be the nature of the business, a national culture 
or working internationally. Specific work environments can be unstable and not 
conducive to productive project team. Some businesses have poor decision making 
processes and a general lack of willingness to make and keep commitments. Both of 
these are fundamental to project success. Some other businesses do not have an optimal 
balance between ambition and caution. Great projects avoid constrained thinking that 
focuses too much on problems, and steer clear of overly ambitious concepts that do not 
take reasonable concerns into account. Conservative projects lead to limited returns, but 
over ambition leads to failed projects. Successful projects balance ambition with 
practical realities.  
3.15.7 Market risks38 
Projects can also be subject to market risk and changes in the environment in which a 
business operates. Changes in regulations and legislation can affect a project. Similarly, 
changes in competitive situations will affect projects. A brilliant project to rapidly 
develop an innovative product may have an outstanding business case. The business 
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case can be destroyed overnight, if a competitor unexpectedly delivers and equivalent 
product in advance.  
With external risks there will come a point at which the risk becomes an accepted part 
of normal business operations and is not something a project manager on an individual 
project has to concern himself with. Taking an extreme example, there is always a risk 
that a meteor will hit the earth and this will stop a project. However, no sensible project 
manager will worry about such a thin, not just because it is of very low probability, but 
also because there is nothing within the constraints of a project that can be done about 
it. A more realistic example is the impact of a possible economic recession on the 
success of a new product to be launched by a business. Although the threat of recession 
may be a real problem for the business and for the project´s business case, a project 
manager or project team has no ability to influence such an occurrence. Whilst it is a 
risk for the project, it may be decided that it is outside the scope of a project manager´s 
role to do anything about.   
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4 ANALYSES OF THE CURRENT SITUATION 
To complete this thesis, it is necessary to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of the 
company as well as the opportunities and threats. To identify the strengths and 
weaknesses of the company, it is necessary to analyse the internal factors, which is 
called the 7S model.  
These analyses are based on findings that I have reached during my working period in 
ZTC Holding, SE.  
4.1 PESTLE analysis 
4.1.1 Political factors 
The political system of the Czech Republic is based on free and voluntary formation 
and free competition between political parties respecting fundamental democratic 
principles and rejecting force as a means of asserting their interests. Elections are a 
democratic way of creating public authorities. Through these elections, people transfer 
sovereignty to the Parliament and legitimates them to exercise the constitutionally 
established powers. Legislative Power in the Czech Republic belongs to the Parliament 
of the Czech Republic. 
4.1.2 Economic factors 
The amount of exchange rate, the amount of custom duties, foreign policy, GDP, the 
interest rates, the inflation rate, the amount of insurance rates and the road tax are 
included in the economic factors. All these factors influence the company’s profits. 
Company profit is taxed in 2011 by the Corporate tax of 19% and it is used as well as 
the withholding tax of 15% in the Czech Republic, which is imposed for example on 
dividends, interest on bonds and notes, interest, winnings and other incomes from 
deposits in deposit books, deposit accounts, certificates of deposit in the current 
accounts and for wages from the second employer, if the gross salary does not exceed 
200 EUR per month. 
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The basic rate of VAT is 20% in the Czech Republic and we use reduced VAT, which is 
10%. But solar power stations on greenfield are included in the rate of 20%. Czech 
Republic has special withholding tax for photovoltaic on the greenfield 26%.Basic rate 
of VAT is in Czech Republic 20% and we use reduced VAT, which is 10%. But solar 
power stations on greenfield is included in rate 20%.  
4.1.3 Social factors 
Among the social factors, I would class the population of the Czech Republic counting 
on 4
th
 August 2011 10.535.811 inhabitants, while our the Vysocina Region had the 
population of 514.321 inhabitants by the same day. It is important to mention the 
unemployment rate in the Czech Republic in the 1.
 
quarter of 2011, which reached 9.6% 
and in our region it was 7.8%. The average wage in the Vysocina Region was 840 EUR 
in the 1. quarter of 2011 in comparison with the national average, which reached € 945 
in the same period.
39
 
4.1.4 Technological factors 
Photovoltaic power can be produced in many ways with widely varying efficiency and 
costs. They can be divided into two basic groups: discrete cell technology and 
integrated thin film technology. 
Single-crystal silicon 
Sliced from single-crystal boules of grown silicon, these wafers/cells are now cut as thin 
as 200 microns. Research cells have reached nearly 30% efficiency. 
Multicrystalline silicon  
Sliced from blocks of cast silicon, these wafers/cells are both less expensive to 
manufacture and less efficient than single-crystal silicon cells. Research cells approach 
18% efficiency. 
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CIS 
A thin-film polycrystalline material, which has reached a research efficiency of 17.7%, 
delivers the highest completed module efficiency for full sized power modules. 
Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) used mostly in consumer products for solar watches and 
calculators; a-Si technology is also used in building-integrated systems, replacing tinted 
glass with semi-transparent modules. The primary issue with a-Si technology remains 
the low efficiency and associated greater requirement for space and higher array 
installed cost and weight.
40
  
4.1.5 Legal factors 
The European energy policy has been developing in the last decade. The European 
Union is striving to achieve sustainability, competitiveness and security of supply. The 
first EU Energy Action Plan has been largely executed through the new legislation, such 
as a Directive on the promotion of the use of renewable energies. To overcame the cost 
disadvantages of renewable energy production; green energy has to be supported, 
however the current situation on the market, where the company operates, has suffered 
many interventions and changes in appropriate policy of renewable sources. These 
interventions cause a decrease of purchase price as the major driver and consequently 
decreasing demand for renewable energy. The increasing electricity price, thanks to 
solar power stations (SPS), is the major energy issue. The entire problem started in early 
2010, when the Czech transmission system operator (CEPS) asked distributors for 
positive opinions for connection to grid to stop issuing new permission for photovoltaic 
and wind power. CEPS states that more SPS could threat the Czech transmission 
system. This stop condition has lasted until today.
41
 
The issues of interventions have been a controversial and disputed subject within the 
Czech photovoltaic industry. SPS will be taxed a 26% withholding tax and is awaiting 
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the end of the tax holiday. Furthermore, the government sought steps to prevent any 
rapid increase in electricity prices, which was supposed to be up to 18% and therefore 
passed an amendment to the Act on the promotion of electricity from renewable sources 
(No. 180/2005 Coll.). The impact of this amendment was that the price of electricity 
didn’t grow by more than 5.5%. However, SPSs are thorn in the eye thanks to the 
purchase prices of electricity that are granted to investors by state for 20 years. Purchase 
prices are one of the “tools” to increase electricity production from renewable sources. 
The level of purchase price is determined annually by the Energy Regulatory Office 
(ERO) and is law based. Under the original Law, ERO was able to reduce the purchase 
price of electricity only by 5% per year. That didn’t allow them to respond flexibly to 
the situation when prices of photovoltaic technology fell down (approx. 40%). But 
purchase prices of electricity were still very good and the payback period was about 6 
years compared with the originally planned 15 years. The photovoltaic business was 
lucrative and the number of SPS grew rapidly. At this moment, it was clear that if no 
change of the situation happens, it will cause more expensive electricity for households. 
The contribution for SPS is included in the price of electricity and therefore logically 
more photovoltaic production means more expensive electricity. At this moment, the 
state interfered. The Parliament passed an amendment on the promotion of electricity 
from renewable sources, which allowed the ERO to reduce the purchase prices of 
electricity by more than 5% and ensured payback period longer than 11 years. 
The purchased price of electricity in 2011 will drop by half. For SPS with the installed 
capacity over 100 kW the purchased price is reduced for 0, 50 EUR / kWh to 0, 22 EUR 
/ kWh. For SPS with the installed capacity from 30 to 100 kW the purchased price is 
reduced from 0,486 EUR / kWh to 0,236 EUR / kWh and SPS with the installed 
capacity of 30 kWh has the highest purchased price of 0, 50 EUR / kWh to 0, 30 EUR / 
kWh. In spite of the above mentioned precaution for limitation of SPS, the Czech 
Republic follows EU directives in the production of electricity from clean sources and 
has undertaken that 13 % of total electricity consumption will come from alternative 
sources in 2020 (www.enviweb.cz). Furthermore, the Czech Parliament approved 
stopping the installation of SPS on open areas. 
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4.1.6 Environmental factors 
By converting abundant sunlight directly into electricity without any fuels, photovoltaic 
modules (PV) are an ideal technology to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. No wonder 
it has caught the attention of many governments that have made tackling climate change 
their declared priority. However PV is one of the most expensive ways of reducing 
carbon emissions. To help this technology to market, and thus drive down costs, several 
countries subsidise solar electricity, most commonly by guaranteeing a minimum price 
for a fixed term (feed-in tariff).
42
 
4.2 SWOT analysis 
4.2.1 Strengths 
A strong financial background of the company is definitely a big plus for the company, 
as it is able to cover problems with some of the failed projects, mainly in terms of the 
solar power plants. The broad spectrum of products and services enable efficient 
distribution of capital according to market needs and further ensures the stability of the 
company, even in the case of industry declining, where company operates, such as 
photovoltaics at present, when government keeps stopping the amount of solar power 
plants followed by Slovakia as well. The stability for employees is closely connected 
with this, because they don’t have to be made redundant, when their division is 
declining and most of them can be reassigned to another division of the company. Last 
but not least, long company history and internationality is the driving strength of the 
company. 
4.2.2 Weaknesses 
During my working period in ZTC Holding, SE, I reached the following findings. 
There is an unclear organizational structure in the company, where only the CEO of the 
company is obviously known. Another problem concerning organizational structure is 
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that the positions aren’t clearly defined and the employees do not often know who their 
direct superior is. 
Before starting the project, there are any time analyses or resources allocations of the 
project missing. Although many solar power stations have been built, the company has 
not written the steps of a construction yet. Before starting a construction, I miss an 
initial budget, cost control and comparison of the initial budget with the real budget, 
which should be counted at the end of the construction to make clear what the result of 
the project was. 
The projects start as soon as possible and there is no detailed project analysis prepared 
as well as preparation of a system design, defined roles and their detailed description or 
Work Breakdown Structure etc. The project tasks and outputs are described vaguely. 
Frequently the workers receive only a vague assignment without a clear description, and 
are given only an informal task. 
Business leaders have much power but no responsibility and no clear tasks. The 
Managers sign the contracts without any technical specifications, detailed design 
solutions or any type of applied technologies. Sometimes just an oral agreement and a 
description are for them sufficient. 
Managers attend the project just passively, but they use their authority in order to accept 
or reject random changes in the project without further background knowledge, 
conditions and specifications, which had been adopted before. 
At any time, when they approach a critical moment or milestone of the project and all 
problems start to surface, they try to solve the situation with the help of organizing 
various meetings and discussions and writing many reports and other documents. 
Some managers try to create the impression that they work 24 / 7 and are absolutely 
indispensable for the company and they communicate with CEO essentially at night, 
when they tell the person, their observation is highly important as well as them 
themselves. 
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These weaknesses of the company thesis are going to attempt minimizing in part 5 – 
Draft resolution. 
4.2.3 Opportunities 
Entering new markets, where government is still opened to green energy, especially to 
photovoltaics. Among these countries, I would mention Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary, 
where states promote selling price, which we had before the reform of the law on 
renewable energy sources. 
I would see as a new business opportunity in the new rechargeable power stations for 
automobiles, which is called the Voltage Station. This Voltage Station was developed in 
cooperation with ZTC Holding, Kaipan and the Technical University of Ostrava. The 
cost of recharging stations building is around 20.000 EUR. Recharge at 90% capacity 
should take about an hour.  
As another business opportunity, I would mention Solar street lights, which have many 
advantages: 
Working time is up to 14 hours a day by using optimal lighting schedule or using 
individual programming for each day via remote PC. Operation in the rain is up to 7 
days without electrical recharging of backup power. The Lightning source is LED, 28 
W with the service life min. 50,000 hours. Operating voltage is 12V DC and solar panel 
is 140 Wp / 18V with service life 20-25 years. The backup power is 12V – 140 Ah and 
a typical service life is up to 12 years. The pillar could be from 4 to 7 meters tall and 
made of zinc, aluminium, and fiberglass. 
And last but not least, an electric bicycle could be a great business opportunity. 
An electric bicycle is a typical bike with an electric motor used to power the vehicle and 
rechargeable batteries and can travel up to 20 to 35 km/h. Electric bicycles are classified 
as bicycles rather than motor vehicles, so they are not subjected to the more stringent 
laws regarding certification and operation of motor vehicles. 
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4.2.4 Threats 
The possibility of action 
After 1
st
 June Slovak legislation for promoting solar power plants in the fields and 
meadows has been stopped. Only resources located on the buildings and up to 100 
kilowatts are promoted after this date. Thus plants that were not connected to this date 
are disadvantaged. However, the Slovak daily news Pravda has recently reported about 
the solar power station in Brezno that has successfully passed functional tests and 
received a decision on acceptance, while some parts of mounting systems had a free 
space for solar panels. Representatives of Brezno, however, argue that the approval 
decision was issued in accordance with regulations. One of the major investors and the 
general contractor, who had responsibilities to ensure all needed documentation, is just 
ZTC Holding, SE, which risks charges of criminal offense of fraud, corruption and 
bribery. The criminal rate for this act is from 5 to 15 years and it threatens loss of 
money invested in this project, when electricity will not have valid subsidized selling 
price.
43 
In case of loss of electricity subsidised selling price, the solar power station 
would become unsalable, because the return on this investment would exceed its 
lifetime. In my estimation, the value of ZTC investment in this project is around 5 
million EUR and this would be financial bankruptcy for the company.  
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Picture 8: SWOT analysis (source: own) 
4.3 7s analysis 
The 7S model is a useful way to look at many interrelated aspects of a complex 
organization and it’s a great way to help you understand your organization and leverage 
it to maximum efficiency and profitability. 
4.3.1 Structure 
I regarded a lack of an organizational structure as one of the fundamental problems in 
the company. There are particularly unclear relationships between subordination and 
superiority shown. To clarify these, I would begin with drafting a clear organizational 
structure in the company. 
I chose a line organizational structure, which is one of the types of formal 
organizational structures. It is one of the basic organizational structures. The position 
and relations of superiority and inferiority are arranged and oriented vertically. Each 
supervisor has a clearly assigned subordinates and each subordinate has a clearly 
assigned supervisor. 
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Picture 9: Suggested organizational structure (source: own) 
4.3.2 Systems 
ZTC Holding Company uses ESO9, which is an enterprise information system that is 
able to encompass all the activities organized throughout the company and to automate 
and streamline these activities. 
4.3.3 Skills 
MANAGER should be responsible for the operation and functioning of the company. 
The person must be able to plan, manage, organize and motivate as well as require 
specific professional skills from the employees. The company should provide training to 
its employees to increase their expertise. 
4.3.4 Style 
The Company is trying to use a democratic style of management that is based on 
respect, tolerance and professional discussion. Senior management is characterized by 
an interest in employees, and their expression of opinions and ideas in solving technical 
problems. 
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4.3.5 Staff 
Supervisors must be able to communicate with people and be able to confess in 
interpersonal relationships. It is very difficult and therefore the manager has to reckon 
with interpersonal conflicts. The ability to influence and motivate employees in the 
company is extremely important. Motivation can be achieved by several factors such as 
financial rewards, promotions and employment or responsibility growth etc. 
4.3.6 Superordinate goals 
The Company should put emphasis on the diligence and efficiency and insist on strict 
compliance with the commitments. In the company, everybody should talk openly about 
everything, especially things they do not agree. Employees should be friendly to each 
other and respect established rules and behaviour to create a pleasant working 
environment for themselves and others as well. 
4.3.7 Strategy 
Due to the legislative changes that take place in the field of photovoltaic, ZTC Holding, 
SE, and particularly its division Energy, Ltd. has a clear intention of an expanding new 
product range. A priority to meet quality requirements for products or services needed 
by customers will remain a new segment. From my point of view, ZTC Holding, Se has 
sufficient funds to purchase more progressive technological equipment to ensure a truly 
effective and rapid development. Regarding photovoltaics, ZTC could just try to break 
into new market, because photovoltaics are over in the Czech and Slovak Republic. 
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5 DRAFT RESOLUTION 
The topic of the thesis is “Proposal of Methodology Application for Project 
Management”. This project will focus on the construction of a solar power station with 
the nominal output of 450 kWp. This solar power station will be built in village Prsa in 
Slovakia. The whole construction must be necessary finished until 30
th 
June, because the 
Slovak Parliament unexpectedly quickly discussed and approved an amendment to the 
promotion of renewable sources. This amendment will significantly reduce support for 
producers of electricity from solar energy. Legislative changes, which should help the 
fight against the electricity price increase, mainly affect solar power stations. Slovakia 
is concerned due to the “Czech solar boom”, and thus takes an appropriate preventive 
amendment. The Slovak Parliament has approved the full right to support only solar 
power stations with a maximum of 100 kWp placed on the roofs of buildings and 
housing. The support of new PV systems will be finished on 30
th
 June 2011. The 
amendment was set up because of high purchase prices and cheaper technology, which 
produces electricity from renewable sources.  
A solar power plant captures the sun rays and converts photons into electricity. A solar 
semi-conductor possesses electrons and the sun ray contains photons. As photons enter 
this semi-conductor, these photons are captured and the electrons are transformed into 
electricity. This mechanism depends on the nature of material being used as semi-
conductor. A solar power plant contains large number of solar panels, which are 
connected to each other. Basically these panels are electricity generator and generate 
electric pulses. The electricity produced is then used domestically or for commercial 
purposes depending on the demand. One can construct a mini power plant by arranging 
number of solar panels and connecting them. Its efficiency depends on the intensity of 
sun rays touching the panels. If more rays are touching the panel, you need few panels 
to generate electricity and vice versa. Many countries located near equator, have 
constructed their own solar power plant. These countries avail maximum sunshine by 
taking advantage of their location and thus make it more efficient. But this doesn’t mean 
that you are restricted by your location. 
One of the issues related to solar power plant is its space. These solar power plants 
require huge space and areas because of their huge size. This size goes on increasing as 
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you are installing more and more panels to enhance its capacity. But, in many countries 
this issue is resolved by installing mini solar plants. Another issue is its initial 
development cost. There are huge costs associated with this technology, which makes it 
unaffordable.
44
 
As I have previously mentioned, the aim of the project is construction of solar power 
plant on a greenfield with the following parameters, which are based on the SMART 
method. This means that the award must be Specific, Measurable, Assignable, Realistic 
and Time-bounded. 
S Construction of PV system with the output of 450 kWp. 
M Ensuring purchase prices valid until June 30, 2011. 
A Phasing: Project preparation, construction, delivery of the whole project to the 
project investor. 
R Budget 864.085 EUR. 
T Implementation period 60 days from entering the contract 
5.1 Project specification 
Project title: Photovoltaic power plant 450 kWp 
Location: Prsa, Slovak Republic 
Investor: RK CAPITAL Ltd.  
Number of panels: 4500 pcs 
Type of photovoltaic panels: Qcell - Q. SMART UF L 100Wp 
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Type of solar inverters: refs – REFUSOL 020K 
Number of solar inverters: 25  
5.2 Project definition 
The aim of the project is to provide a smooth construction of solar the power plant in 
the Slovak village with the nominal power output of 450 kWp. The solar power plant 
must be constructed according to the project documentation and electro documentation. 
The solar power plant must be transferred to the investor in the full operation mode until 
17
th
 June 2011; it is up to 60 days after entering in to the contract with the investor. The 
budgetary cost of the construction cannot be analysed in more details because the 
sensitivity and the data are modified as well. 
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5.3 Work Breakdown Structure of construction of solar power plant 
Table 2 illustrates the distribution of subtasks in the project and their assignment to the 
lifecycle stage of the project. The purpose of this activity structure is to ensure that all 
required project activities have been identified and logically linked. 
5.3.1 Structure of the activities 
 
Table 2: Structure of the activities (source: own) 
Signing the contract for the construction of PV
Development of project documentation 
Development of electronic documentation
Approval project management and electronic documentation
Drawing up a detailed budget for the construction of PV
Preparing time analysis of project
Approval of the budget and time analysis
Ordering all necessary materials
Geodetic survey
Disposal green
Construction of driveway
Landscaping
Excavation work
Fencing
Measuring out of mounting systems
Import of modules, mounting systems, electro material and fasteners
Installation of ground anchors
Assembly of mounting systems
Bracing lines
Installation of solar panels
Connection of solar panels
Cable Laying
Assambly of converters
Installation of lightning protection
Installation and connection of switchgear
Installation substation and connections
Installation and commissioning of monitoring
Installation and commissioning of security systems
Revision of all electrical equipment and connection to Distribution system
Test operation
Putting solar power plant into operation
Transfer to investor
Initiating and planning
Executing
Closing
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5.3.2 Detailed description of activities 
 
Table 3: Detailed description of activities (source: own) 
Identification of activities Name of activities Převious activities Duration in days
A1 Signing the contract for the construction of PV - 1
A2 Development of project documentation A1 2
A3 Development of electronic documentation A1 2
A4 Approval project management and electronic documentation A2, A3 1
A5 Drawing up a detailed budget for the construction of PV A4 1
A6 Preparing time analysis of project A4 1
A7 Approval of the budget and time analysis A5, A6 1
A8 Ordering all necessary materials A7 2
B1 Geodetic survey A7 1
B2 Disposal green B1 2
B3 Construction of driveway B1 2
B4 Landscaping B2, B3 3
B5 Excavation work B4 5
B6 Fencing B4 4
B7 Measuring out of mounting systems B5 2
B8 Import of modules, mounting systems, electro material and fasteners B6 5
B9 Installation of ground anchors B7 4
B10 Assembly of mounting systems B9 7
B11 Bracing lines B10 3
B12 Installation of solar panels B8, B11 7
B13 Connection of solar panels B12 4
B14 Cable Laying B7 6
B15 Assambly of converters B14 4
B16 Installation of lightning protection B15 5
B17 Installation and connection of switchgear B16 5
B18 Installation substation and connections B17 5
B19 Installation and commissioning of monitoring B13 4
B20 Installation and commissioning of security systems B13 4
B21 Revision of all electrical equipment and connection to Distribution system B18 1
B22 Test operation B19, B20, B21 7
C1 Putting solar power plant into operation B22 1
C2 Transfer to investor C1 1
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5.3.3 Competency table 
 
Table 4: Competency table (source: own) 
Competency is suggested in table 4 and is made according to suggested organizational 
structure. For accuracy and compliance of the project, mainly for budget and 
scheduling, is responsible project manager, but some of their powers and 
responsibilities he passes to his subordinates’ managers and check their work.  
Activites Responsible person
Signing the contract for the construction of PV Company management
Development of project documentation Construction manager
Development of electronic documentation Chief Electrical engineer
Approval project and electronic documentation Project manager
Drawing up a detailed budget for the construction of PV Project manager
Preparing time analysis of project Project manager
Approval of the budget and time analysis Company management
Ordering all necessary materials Purchasing manager
Geodetic survey Purchasing manager
Disposal green Purchasing manager
Construction of driveway Purchasing manager
Landscaping Purchasing manager
Excavation work Purchasing manager
Fencing Purchasing manager
Measuring out of mounting systems Construction manager
Import of modules, mounting systems, electro material and fasteners Purchasing manager
Installation of ground anchors Construction manager
Assembly of mounting systems Construction manager
Bracing lines Construction manager
Installation of solar panels Construction manager
Connection of solar panels Chief Electrical engineer
Cable Laying Chief Electrical engineer
Assambly of converters Chief Electrical engineer
Installation of lightning protection Chief Electrical engineer
Installation and connection of switchgear Chief Electrical engineer
Installation substation and connections Chief Electrical engineer
Installation and commissioning of monitoring Purchasing manager
Installation and commissioning of security systems Purchasing manager
Revision of all electrical equipment and connection to Distribution system Chief Electrical engineer
Test operation Chief Electrical engineer
Putting solar power plant into operation Chief Electrical engineer
Transfer to investor Project manager
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5.4 Network analysis of construction of solar power plant 
5.4.1 Network diagram of company’s activities 
In picture 10 is shown how tasks can be related each other. For example task A1 is 
preceding A2 and A3. These two tasks can be done in parallel. Another relationship is 
that A4 can be started, when A2 and A3 finished.  
 
Picture 10: Network diagram of company’s activities (source: own) 
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5.4.2 Critical Path in construction of solar power plant 
In picture 11 the possible longest time path from the start point to the end point of the 
graph chart is marked in red (Critical Path). These activities need to be focused mainly, 
if we want to ensure a timely completion of the project. The date of completion of the 
last task on the critical path is also the date of completion of the project.  
 
Picture 11: Critical Path Method of company activities (source: own) 
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5.4.3 Gantt chart 
In the picture 12, you can see that the solar power plant was transferred to investor on 
14
th
 June 2011, which was 57 days since signing the contract. The possible longest time 
path from the start point to the end point of the graph chart is marked in red (Critical 
Path). The advantage of the Gantt chart is that it is easy to understand. Gantt chart is 
primarily focused on time analysis of the project. For creating this Gantt chart was used 
MS Project 2007, which I would recommend company to improve and streamline the 
project management in the construction of the solar power station. Through this 
software, the ZTC could monitor better parallel or related tasks, tracks and resources 
and properly allocate human and material resources. This program also allows the 
implementation of different analyses either performed or completed activities or whole 
projects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 12: Gantt chart (source: own) 
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Picture 13: Legend – Gannt chart with critical path – MS Office Project 2007 (source: 
own) 
5.4.4 Description and process of the activities 
The new photovoltaic system will be connected to the existing 22kV line via a new 
transformer station. Individual panels will be involved in the string and by conductors 
drained into the switch gear. Performance to the converters REFUSOL will be 
conducted from the main switch gears. Then the inverter output power will be diverted 
to the main switchboard of the transformer station. 
Photovoltaic panels will be placed in rows on constructions. The constructions are made 
from steel protected by galvanizing. The supporting construction will be mounted to 
ground anchors that will be drilled into the ground. This range of a supporting 
construction will be built at a distance of 1.2 meters apart. The supporting construction 
determines the position of panels at a height from 0.3 m to maximally 1.0 m and slope 
20. The individual panels are connected to the assembly line by a cable Solar 6 mm2. 
The solar cable is stored in tubes, strips and trays on the structure and in all places 
protected from a damage and abrasion. 
The connection of the panels will be organized into individual strings with 9 pieces. 5 
strings are connected to each switchboard. Four switchboards are conducted to each 
converter. The construction, panels, troughs, and converters are electrically connected 
by wire CYY 6 mm2. 
In this project there are three-phase inverters with power 20kW used. As a supplier of 
converters REFUSOL was chosen. The converters are located close to switchboards on 
the supporting construction. Connecting of the panels will be made by cables NYM-
J 5x10mm2 with maximum cable length 50 m and the cables are kept underground. 
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The ingestion of underground cable distribution is considered for the cable route. The 
cables will be kept in the distribution of the sleeves parallel to each other in the sand 
and will be properly secured against damage. After installing the cables, targeting all 
cable routes on the plot will be ensured. Cable paths above the ground will be 
performed with an appropriate protection against external conditions (especially 
weather and sunlight). 
Sub-distributions are used to connect the solar panels, inverters and transformers. 
Distribution of the plastic construction will be placed on the fixed part at least 0.8m 
above the ground or construction. The cable supply will start from the bottom. 
To protect the solar power plant against atmospheric influences, classical lighting rods 
will be used. The lightning rods will be isolated from the PV device. Distance from the 
collecting rods to the nearest point panels and supporting structures will be at least 0.5 
m. As a receiver lightning rods towers with a total height above the panels’ min. about 
1.5 m are used. Lightning rods are anchored to the structure panels using clips form 
“Z”. Lightning rods are positioned so that they range to cover the construction of 
photovoltaic panels, the inverter and transformer stations. 
To ensure the operation and supervision of the proper functions of the devices 
interconnected by digital networks to a central computer are ensured. Faults and alarm 
are announced via SMS messages to a responsible person. Security of the object will be 
solved by fencing the area and the usual security agency and camera technique. 
Connecting Devices PV system will be equipped with appropriate protections against 
overvoltage I, II and III degree. Protection of the I and II. degree will be a part of the 
cabinet. The converters are equipped with surge protection system on the AC and DC. 
On the DC side a special DC surge protections will be used. They are a part of the DC 
distribution boards. 
Flowingly, the construction with revision of all electrical equipment follows. Revision 
of electrical equipment is a set of tasks, which include inspection, measuring and 
testing. During these tasks, the status of the electrical equipment in term of safety is 
detected. Providing labour inspection activities must be in terms of professional 
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competence to meet the terms of Decree No. 50/1978 Coll. of professional competence 
in electrical engineering. Drawing of the audit report is a part of the revision. Audit 
Protocols earthling system must include description of the equipment according to 
applicable standards. If the revision does not detect any fault, the solar power station 
can be connected to the grid and follow with a week of testing operation. During this 
week, the solar power plant is under continuous monitoring and measurement, and if the 
solar power plant has reached for a week needed performance, it can be started in full 
operation and transferred to the investor. This doesn’t have to be the end for ZTC, 
because the company offers some additional services for their clients such as 24/7 
monitoring, cutting grass in the area of the solar power plant or cleaning modules. 
Deliveries are always implemented as a complex, providing activities projected systems 
under common practices, including construction, auxiliary structures, anchoring, 
assembly and auxiliary components, inspections, measurements, production of supply 
documentation, design documentation, operational documentation and operating rules. 
The constructor is obliged to follow assembly instructions and worksheets for each 
device manufacturer. 
Carrying out the work must meet the applicable IEC, safety regulations, ordinances and 
laws of the Slovak Republic. If substantial changes will occur in implementing the work 
or changes will be requested by the investor, it will be necessary to provoke a 
discussion between the investor and the constructor. 
5.5 Budget 
My other finding in the company was a missing initial budget for the construction of a 
solar power plant and missing comparison with the real cost of the project after the 
construction. At this stage of my thesis, I will focus on creating of this initial budget a 
compare that with real cost of the construction. In the table 5 is shown itemized budget 
of planned and real cost. In real costs are red marked costs, which exceeded planned 
amount of money. 
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Table 5: Budget – planned and real costs (source: own) 
5.6 Project financing  
Payment terms for the construction of photovoltaic power plants are: 
1st Payment: 10 % deposit of the value of the project. 
2nd Payment: 30% after approval of the documentation by the investor, which serves 
as a down payment for the technology. 
Items Unit Planned costs Real costs
Local and building control 450 kWp € 3 430 € 3 379
Geodetic survey plot, networks, etc. 450 kWp € 6 720 € 6 619
Electrical Project Implementation 450 kWp € 1 365 € 1 345
The focus of the land and PVP 450 kWp € 875 € 862
Adjustment of land, excavation work 80 ha € 5 600 € 5 712
Fencing 260 m € 14 838 € 15 580
Paved access road 100 m € 1 645 € 1 793
Excavation work 250 m € 8 050 € 7 929
€ 42 523 € 43 218
Construction KRINNOR 6 x horizontally positioned panel + ground anchors 150 cm 450 kWp € 96 711 € 96 711
Earthing system 450 kWp € 8 279 € 8 279
Mounting structures 450 kWp € 2 100 € 2 069
€ 107 090 € 107 059
Qcell - Q. SMART UF L 100Wp 4500 pcs € 486 140 € 486 140
Mounting panels 4500 pcs € 2 800 € 2 940
€ 488 940 € 489 080
Switchboards 16 pcs € 6 510 € 6 510
DC Surge Protection 1 pcs € 3 416 € 3 365
Cable connectors 1 set € 595 € 586
€ 10 521 € 10 461
REFUSOL 020K 25 pcs € 88 030 € 88 030
Monitoring RefuLog 450 kWp € 1 225 € 1 207
MX handles and accessories inverters 450 kWp € 4 505 € 4 437
Additional measuring devices 1 pcs € 770 € 758
Mounting drives 450 kWp € 1 500 € 1 695
Active monitoring elements 450 kWp € 315 € 310
System remote control 450 kWp € 560 € 552
€ 96 905 € 96 989
Transformer 1 pcs € 30 310 € 30 310
High voltage wiring 400 m € 175 € 215
Surge Protection 1 pcs € 5 950 € 5 950
Switchboard 1 pcs € 4 620 € 4 620
Geodetic Survey site cabling 450 kWp € 105 € 119
€ 41 160 € 41 215
Shielded cable fence 325 m € 5 460 € 5 378
Circuit protection 325 m € 4 550 € 4 482
Camera system 13 pcs € 6 825 € 6 723
Microwave protection 325 m € 6 484 € 6 989
€ 23 319 € 23 572
Final engineering work 450 kWp € 2 643 € 2 986
Transport equipment to the construction site 450 kWp € 20 300 € 20 097
Tertiary job 450 kWp € 3 010 € 2 965
The total revision of the solar power plant 450 kWp € 2 450 € 2 413
€ 28 403 € 28 461
Insurance works 450 kWp € 8 225 € 8 225
Other expenses, employees, reserve for unexpected cost, etc. 450 kWp € 17 000 € 14 620
€ 25 225 € 22 845
€ 864 085 € 862 899
Other costs
€ 1 186Difference
High voltage components
Security systems
Finishing work
Total Costs
Project engineering 
Construction
Panels
Low Voltage components
Conventers
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3rd Payment: 30% after completion of the construction of mounting systems and 
installation of the panels. 
4th Payment: 20% after completion of electrical work and starting a trial operation. 
5th Payment: 10% after the handover of the fully functional solar power plant. 
In case, expenditure during the construction exceeds the advance payment, it will be 
paid from the company's overdraft; the company has contracted with Raiffeisen Bank, 
with the amount up to 205.000 EUR. The drawing of this loan is taken place according 
to the needs of ZTC Holding. The overdraft is granted per year and offers an automatic 
extension for ZTC bank. Each incoming payment on the account automatically reduces 
the amount due and thus the payable interest. The interest is just paid on the drawn 
amount of the overdraft. This loan is secured by the building of ZTC Business Centre, 
located in Havlickuv Brod. This building is only guaranteed by the bill of exchange. 
 
Table 6: Fees connected with overdraft (source: Raiffeisen Bank) 
  
Item Name Price
Processing a loan application for free Free of Charge
Free loan Free of Charge
Internal estimate of property 60,00 €
Managing Credit 12,00 €
Early repayment of the loan free Free of Charge
Non-standard credit approval 120,00 €
Changes in contractual documentation on the initiative of a client 120,00 €
Changes in contractual documentation for non-compliance 160,00 €
Change pledge 0,4 % of the loan amount, min. 200€ , max. 400€
Reminder or notice of failure to comply with the loan 20
Notification of transfer overdraft to a loan repayment 120,00 €
Overdraft Base Rate (BOR) 8%
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5.7 The risk in construction of the solar power plant 
5.7.1 The risks from the side of supplier of the technology 
Photovoltaic panels 
Photovoltaic panels – a seemingly simple technology the manufacturers provide a long-
term guarantee on performance for. However, the growth in demand in several recent 
years have caused, the high growth of new production facilities, which had just bought a 
turnkey assembly line and its solar production started flooding the market. Their 
photovoltaic panels have not been developed and tested, they cannot guarantee the 
performance. The guarantees of the performance were set in accordance with the 
general long-time standard, usually 20-25 years. 
Furthermore, the mechanical design of the photovoltaic module (which is the most 
warranted by 5 years) may cause greater problems. In particular, it is the ingress of 
moisture into the solar panel, for example, that accelerates degradation, delamination, 
corrosion and growth of contact resistance between connected modules. 
In the market, there are enough companies historically much older and they have proven 
products in their portfolio. For example, Japan's Kyocera launched its testing of 
photovoltaic power 43 kWp already in 1986. After 23 years of operation, it showed a 
decrease in solar panels used in power only 8.6%, with the then available technology 
and materials at that time 
Photovoltaic inverters  
Photovoltaic inverters are six times more broken down than panels. In comparison with 
solar panels, there are inverters – complex devices that have much greater demands on 
the proper installation, protection, operation and maintenance. However, it is obvious 
that, especially because of incorrect connection design, the principles of non-
compliance of the manufacturers, unprofessionally assembled, and often the lack of 
over-voltage protections, the number of operational failures and outages are much 
higher. 
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The risks from the side of supplier of the mounting systems 
Other problems may occur due to improper installation of photovoltaic panels. For 
example disrespect expansion gaps or solar panel anchor points, selection of too short 
pressure fittings, high torque, a poorly designed structure or too long overlaps of 
horizontal profiles from the end-rack of the construction. All this can cause a 
disproportionately large transmission and dynamic deformational forces on the 
photovoltaic panel, which leads to faster aging such as micro cracks, moisture, leaks, 
corrosion or increase in contact resistance between the cells. 
If the panel is better, resisting to these mounting errors can be expected more often. 
Anyway, the choice of a cheap technology, a bad combination of components and an 
improper installation by the owner can cause significant operating problems. 
Other typical errors, which cause risk in construction of solar power plant: 
 Location and mounting panels for construction 
 Poorly built structures  
 The absence of surge protection and DC protection 
 Poorly placed over the wiring structure cheap and poor quality connectors 
(leaks, low mechanical strength) 
 Lack of height inverters and switchboards above ground 
 The absence of lightning, poorly implemented natural system 
 Undersized wiring causing high losses 
 High loss of substation 
 Poorly set reactive power compensation 
 EMC interference 
 Lack of monitoring system 
Recommendation:  
To eliminate these risks and keep the “good name” of the company, I would suggest to 
ZTC to let all modules and inverters independently checked for mechanical defects 
before ending of warranty period and make customers sure, that everything works as it 
should.  
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5.7.2 The risks from the side of customers 
From customer’s point of view, there is the risk of unpaid receivables or late fulfilling 
of their obligations. 
In contracts, the company has embedded payment conditions and immediately after 
signing a contract, the customer has to transfer 10% of the value of the project. By 
taking that, the company has lower risk of default. 
Recommendation: 
If customers don’t pay on time, the company charges penalties for a late payment, 
which is constantly growing; this is embedded under the contract. To decrease the risk 
of unpaid obligation, the company may suggest to debtor a payment schedule. When the 
debtor does not agree with this payment schedule the company enforces the amount due 
to the court or resells these receivables to the factoring company to purchase short-term 
trade receivables, but these receivables have to appear before their maturity. 
5.7.3 The risks from the side of legislation 
The solar business is directly dependent on the laws and regulations of each country. I 
am able to demonstrate this on the major changes that have happened on the beginning 
of the year 2011, when the decision of the Parliament of the Czech Republic sent 
hundreds of small businesses operating in solar power plants on the rooftops to a 
difficult financial situation. The Parliament rejected a proposal that would allow 
building solar power plants in abandoned industrial areas or landfills as well.  
The major legislative changes, which have shaken the solar business in year 2011 in the 
Czech Republic: 
 Reduction of purchase prices of electricity from photovoltaic by about half 
 Increased support for small solar installations  
 Finishing subsidies for installations in the fields and meadows 
 Taxation photovoltaic by 26% withholding tax and tax holidays were finished 
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And even after all those changes; any new solar power station cannot be still put into 
operation in our republic, because EON and CEZ (operators of Czech distribution 
systems) don’t issue any new positive opinion for connection to the grid. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
This thesis analyses the current situation on the field of project management in handling 
of construction of the solar power station in company ZTC Holding, SE and to propose 
specific steps on the basis of standards of project management methodologies that will 
improve the current situation in project management of the company. 
Due to a higher number of projects, I have tried to apply project management 
methodology only on one solar power plant with the total nominal output of 450 kWp in 
the Slovak Republic. 
The solar power plant must be built and connected to the distribution network in a 
relatively short time, that is represented by a few weeks, because after 30
th
 June, no one 
will be able to connect their solar power plant on greenfield in Slovakia to the grid for 
state-subsidized prices. If ZTC didn’t meet the deadline, ZTC would have to pay high 
fines, because the owner of the company would charge just the market price of the 
energy instead of the state-subsidized price, which is several times lower and the 
investment would not be returned for the entire life of the investment. 
The company signed a contract on the 19
th
 April 2011 and hereby committed to 
completely finish the solar power plant till 17
th
 June 2011. So for the whole 
construction, 60 days have been earmarked.  
As I have already mentioned in the theoretical part, project managers often talk of the 
“triple constraint” – project scope, time, and cost. The project scope was the 
construction and connection of the solar power plant with the nominal output of 
450 kWp into the grid and transfer of it to the investor within 60 days and the budget 
could not exceed 864.085 EUR. In this project, there had to be taken account to 
information obtained through the analysis of risks, which company could face. These 
risks are mainly risks of suppliers, risks of customers and a risk of changes in legislation 
related to production of energy from renewable sources. 
To improve and streamline the project management in the construction of the solar 
power station, the company could use the software Microsoft Office Project 2007, 
which would help ZTC in better organization of the activities. Through this software, 
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the ZTC could monitor better parallel or related tasks, tracks and resources and properly 
allocate human and material resources. This program also allows the implementation of 
different analyses either performed or completed activities or whole projects. 
The company evaluated this project as a successful one, since the solar power plant was 
transferred to investor on 14
th
 June 2011, which was only 57 days since signing the 
contract. Although in some activities, such as excavation work, fencing, a paved access 
road, mounting panels, mounting drivers, a geodetic survey for cabling, final 
engineering work, have been exceed the planned cost, but the project was still fit with 
planned budget, since other activities didn’t reach planned value and even project 
achieve savings of 1.186 EUR. This amount of money, I would recommend to 
redistribute as remuneration for executives participating in the project. 
This thesis contains modified data of ZTC Holding, SE. 
The goal of this thesis was wholly satisfied and personally, I hope that the company will 
benefit from this thesis and it might bring some improving not only on the field of 
project management but over the whole company. 
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